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Introduction
The charge of the BCS Sector is important in providing appropriate type evaluation criteria based on specifications, tolerances and
technical requirements of NIST Handbook 44 Sections 1.10. General Code and 2.21. BCS Systems. The sector’s recommendations
are presented to the National Type Evaluation Program (NTEP) Committee each January for approval and inclusion in NCWM
Publication 14 Technical Policy, Checklists and Test Procedures for national type evaluation.
The sector is also called upon occasionally for technical expertise in addressing difficult NIST Handbook 44 issues on the agenda
of the National Conference on Weights and Measures (NCWM) Specifications and Tolerances Committee. Sector membership
includes industry, NTEP laboratory representatives, technical advisors and the NTEP Administrator. Meetings are held annually,
or as needed and are open to all NCWM members and other registered parties.
Suggested revisions are shown in bold face print by striking out information to be deleted and underlining information to be
added. Requirements that are proposed to be nonretroactive are printed in bold faced italics.
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New Items

A. Changes to NIST Handbook 44 Belt-Conveyor Scale Systems Code:
Source:
NIST Technical Advisor, John Barton
Proposal:
Develop recommendations for amendments to NCWM Publication 14 to correspond with changes adopted in NIST HB 44 at
the NCWM Annual Meeting in July 2019.
Background:
During a 2016 meeting of the USNWG on BCS, the USNWG recognized that there has been a difference of opinion in the
interpretation of tolerance application among regulatory officials, manufacturers, and users of belt-conveyor scale type systems.
The work group confirmed through their discussions that the tolerance prescribed in Handbook 44 Section 2.21. are being
applied to the range of test run results by some evaluators as a “plus or minus” tolerance while others are taking a more
conservative position and applying the tolerance as an absolute value. This lack of clarity in the Belt-Conveyor Scale Systems
Code and the difference in interpretation of how the tolerance is to be applied was identified as a source of inconsistency in the
regulation of this type of dynamic weighing systems. Since the USNWG recently amended the Belt-Conveyor Scale Systems
Code to recognize systems that operate using multiple rates for the flow of material, this inconsistency was considered to be a
significant issue that the work group should address.
The USNWG consulted past records of work group meetings, NTEP Sector meetings, and NCWM conference reports, along
with other resources in attempts to determine the correct and intended application of the allowable variation between
consecutive test runs when material tests are conducted. The USNWG was unable to arrive at any definitive conclusion on this
issue through this research but they agreed it is necessary to amend the Belt-Conveyor Scale Systems Code to clearly identify
the proper application of tolerances under specific sets of test conditions.
After lengthy discussion and much deliberation, the USNWG arrived at a consensus and agreed the existing tolerance should
be applied as an absolute value when comparing test results performed under practically identical conditions (referring
primarily to the flow rate of material). They also concluded that when comparing test results from test 1 runs performed under
different conditions, the tolerance should be applied as a plus or minus value to the range of 2 test results.
The changes included in the attached proposal are intended to clarify how the prescribed tolerances are to be applied when
comparing totalization operations during material tests on a “belt-conveyor scale system” or a “weigh-belt system.” The
recommended changes will specify the application of tolerances when material test runs are performed under practically
identical conditions, and the proper application of tolerances when those test runs are performed under different conditions.
During deliberations on the issue of how tolerances are to be applied in a comparison of material test results, the USNWG
acknowledged that advances in design and technology have resulted in belt-conveyor scale systems and weigh-belt systems
capable of performing within more stringent tolerances. The work group also recognized that the international recommendation
OIML (R50) incorporates different accuracy classes for these types of systems. It was also noted the Handbook 44 Scales Code
(Section 2.20.) incorporates different accuracy classes for weighing devices regulated under that code. The members of the
work group agreed there were benefits to introduce different accuracy classes for belt-conveyor scales and weigh-belt systems
in Handbook 44 Section 2.21., believing that adding another accuracy class of dynamic weighing systems would provide more
alternatives for determining the weight of various products in a wider array of commercial applications.
The additional changes in this proposal recommending the introduction of two different accuracy classes would retain the
existing performance requirements (0.25 % relative to the weight of reference material used) and add a second accuracy class
for devices/systems capable of complying with more stringent performance requirements (0.1 % relative to the weight of the
reference material). In addition to introducing a new accuracy class with a smaller tolerance, other changes are included in this
proposal to accommodate the addition of a second accuracy class. This proposal also recommends changes to account for
differences in minimum scale division size, marking requirements, minimum test load size, and requirements pertaining to
zero-tests (see attached document). These changes to the U.S. standards will harmonize more closely with international
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recommendation OIML R50 and bring the Belt-Conveyor Scale Systems Code in alignment with certain requirements in the
Scales Code in Handbook 44. There may be opposing arguments from some that do not support allowing a “plus or minus”
application of tolerances to the range of results from consecutive material test runs when those runs are performed under
different flow rates.
In proportion to the number of these types of systems in commercial use, there are relatively few systems that are installed in
a manner with the intent and/or ability to alter the flow rate of material.
Ensuring compliance with the provisions outlined in Section 3.2. in the Fundamental Considerations of Handbook 44 may
prove challenging in some installations, depending upon the available equipment for weighing reference materials and
conducting the test of the belt-conveyor scale system or weigh-belt system. The USNWG has received information however,
from a device manufacturer (and member of the USNWG) that has demonstrated that these requirements are achievable.
In 2019 the NCWM S&T Committee considered a proposal from the USNWG to make multiple changes in the NIST HB 44
Belt-Conveyor Scale Systems Code to address the decisions outlined above. In July 2019, the NCWM voted on and adopted
those proposed changes. The NTEP BCS Sector is now being asked to develop recommended changes in NCWM Publication
14 that will align that publication with the adopted changes to HB 44.
Disscussion/Conclussions:
Sector members in attendance at the October 29, 2019 meeting were notified that changes being recommended for NCWM
Publication 14 were posted on the NCWM’s website approximately two weeks prior to the meeting. Not all members at the
Sector meeting had the opportunity to complete a full review of those recommended changes. Those Sector members agreed
they would complete their review and provide any comments regarding edits or other changes by Friday, November 1, 2019.
Those comments would be provided to NIST technical advisor who would then incorporate any necessary changes and forward
the amended recommendations to the NTEP Administrator prior to the November 15 th deadline. No significant changes were
recommended by members attending the October 29, 2019 Sector meeting.
A copy of the proposed changes (identified using Microsoft Word’s “track changes” feature) has also been included as an
appendix to this meeting summary.

B. New Test Procedures for Reference Scales
Source:
NIST Technical Advisor, John Barton
Proposal:
Develop test procedures for use in verification of reference scales used during material tests on Class 0.1 belt-conveyor scales
and weight-belt systems. New procedures are necessary to include in NCWM Publication 14 as well as for routine field
examinations to certify reference scales that are to be held to a 0.035 % accuracy.
Background:
With the adoption of changes to the HB 44 Belt-Conveyor Scale Systems Code in July 2019, belt-conveyor scales (and weighbelt systems) will need to be marked with accuracy classes beginning in January 2020. New devices designed to meet the
current 0.25 % accuracy requirements will be marked Class 0.25 and devices manufactured to meet the more stringent accuracy
requirements (0.1 %) will be marked as Class 0.1. The material tests for those new devices marked Class 0.1 will require
reference scales used to weigh the test material that will meet an accuracy of 0.035 %. The verification of reference scales to
an accuracy of 0.035 % will present the evaluators with a number of challenges.
Reference scales will need to precisely weigh the test material needed as the minimum test load (MTL) and as the nominal
capacity increases for the belt-conveyor scale under test, so does the amount of material needed for the MTL. In general,
smaller capacity scales will be less difficult to certify as accurate than larger capacity scales due to the amount of test weight
necessary used to verify reference scales.
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In many cases, larger capacity scales used for commercial purposes are not routinely tested to capacity using an amount of test
weight equivalent to the scale’s capacity since it is less likely that those larger amounts of test weight are: readily available;
easily transported; and satisfactorily placed on the load-receiving element. It should be recognized however, that these scales
are not held to the level of accuracy required from a reference scale.
The Sector will be asked to consider methods available to certify the accuracy of reference scales. Included below are a few
options.
1.

Test to capacity (or at least used capacity) using test weights in the amount equal to that capacity.

2.

Test to capacity using a lesser amount of test weight but performing either substitution tests or strain-load tests.

3.

Use a smaller capacity reference scale tested to capacity using a full complement of test weights but weighing the
MTL in multiple drafts.

4.

Testing the reference scale as a mass comparator rather than performing a test to certify the scale’s full weighing
range.

5.

Testing the reference scale using error weights or in an expanded resolution mode.

Some of the above examples may only resolve a portion of all the issues involved and may need to be used in conjunction with
other methods to complete the task. In addition, most of the examples above will introduce additional uncertainties to the
process that will subtract from the tolerance allowed for the reference scale.
Another measure that the Sector may consider as a more practical approach to test the larger capacity, higher accuracy class of
belt-conveyor scales would be to reduce the required MTL. The USNWG on BCS and the Sector have discussed this option
in previous meetings, noting that under the OIML R50 standard minimum test loads required are smaller. The 2020 edition of
Handbook 44 requirements for Class 0.1 belt-conveyor scales will require that the MTL shall not be smaller than the largest
value from the following:
•
•
•

2000 scale divisions;
the load obtained during one full revolution of the belt; or
the load obtained during 10 minutes of operation.

The parameter listed in the third bullet (10 minutes of operation) will typically be the most frequently used value for the required
MTL.
Since the reduction in the size of the MTL will generally facilitate a more readily achievable verification of the reference scale,
this may be an option that could be submitted as a proposal to change the MTL requirements in HB 44. Comparing HB 44 and
OIML R50 requirements, the first two bullets as shown above are shared by both standards. However, the third option in OIML
R50 is a MTL of 2 % of the load totalized in one hour at maximum flowrate instead of HB 44’s the load obtained in 10 minutes
of operation. In most cases, 2 % of the load totalized in one hour of operation would represent a greatly reduced value for the
MTL when compared to the 10 minutes of operation currently appearing in HB 44 requirements.
While a reference scale does not need to meet all requirements that a commercial device must comply with its accuracy and
repeatability must be established with great precision. Any error observed in the reference scale must be accounted for. If the
error cannot be eliminated through adjustments, it must be accounted for when establishing the weight of the reference material
used. Errors that are not corrected must be subtracted from the 0.035 % tolerance allowed for the reference scale.
A scale that is incapable of repeating indications for the same test load is not suitable for use as a reference scale. It is
recommended that repeatability be established by applying the same test load to the same location on the load-receiving element
in a series of consecutive weighments, returning to a zero-balance between each application of the load. Using multiple
weighments in this series will produce a more precise value for the standard deviation. Calculating the standard deviation of
all weighments made during the repeatability test will be used to establish the uncertainty value attributed to the scale’s
repeatability. The value of the standard deviation will also be subtracted from the allowable 0.035 % tolerance.
Using the reference scale with its indicated weight in an expanded mode or by using error weights to more precisely determine
the weight value of the load applied will help reduce the uncertainty involved in establishing the value of the MTL. Reading
the indications using a resolution of 0.1d reduces the effect of rounding by a factor of ten.
There must be an adequate means to account for the added uncertainties introduced through the test procedures used that will
reduce the allowance of the relatively small tolerance that a reference scale will be held to when used to test Class 0.1. The
following are some examples of uncertainties that will subtract from the total budget for tolerance allowed (0.035 %) for the
reference scale.
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•

Use of test weights will subtract 0.0001 % for each individual test weight used. Class F test weights are calibrated
using this tolerance.

•

Each individual draft made on the reference scale (when any error in the scale is corrected for) is subject to an
uncertainty of 0.5 d due to the rounding of scale indications. As mentioned above, this can be reduced through the
use of error weights to determine the change-over points between increments or by placing the scale indicator in an
expanded resolution mode.

•

Substitution tests will include the total uncertainty value for each substitution operation due to the scales rounding.

•

Of course, there are many variables contributing to uncertainty of the weighments that the evaluator is (to some extent)
in control of such as:
o

the precision and correct use of test equipment;

o

environmental factors (e.g., wind affecting the scale’s operation); and

o

loss or contamination of reference material during transport.

Discussion:
The attendees of the 2019 NTEP BCS Sector meeting were asked to comment on the anticipated challenges associated with
conducting material tests on the newly adopted Class 0.1 belt-conveyor scale and the reference scale needed in this procedure.
Those members also recognized that the reference scale would need to be capable of weighing material used to a tolerance of
0.035 %.
Several points were agreed to by those attendees of the meeting. Those points included the following.
1.

Types of scales used:
•

Likely types of scales to be used as reference scales are railway track scales, vehicle scales, and hopper scales;
o

o

o

The attendees of the meeting agreed that a hopper-type scale system may be the most effective/practicable type
of scale to use as a reference scale given that the weight value for material weighed in such a scale is a direct
reading of the “net” weight of that material;
▪

When railway track scales or vehicle scales are used for reference scales, it is necessary to weigh the empty
rail road cars or motor trucks to obtain the tare weight needed to calculate the net weight of material used;

▪

Hopper scales may also be installed to deposit material directly on to conveyor belts, reducing some concerns
about loss or contamination of that material;

Another point that all attendees agreed on was that for any types of scale used for this purpose, the scale’s
resolution and capacity are also significant concerns when considering their use as reference scales;
▪

One large concern is the weighing capacity of the reference scale in relation to the minimum test load needed
to conduct a material test. Uncertainty in the determination of the reference material’s weight value can be
reduced by reducing the number of draft weighments made by the reference scale needed to complete a
totalized weight of the material;

▪

Additionally, a relatively large minimum scale division will result in larger rounding errors and the
uncertainty attached to the weight value of the reference material can also be reduced by increasing the
resolution of the reference scale thereby reducing the effect of any rounding error;

Another significant concern regarding the reference scale is the location of that scale in relation to the scale under
test;
▪

2.

Not only is this concern related to the measurable distance between the reference scale and the scale under
test but it also involves the time needed to transport the material from the reference scale to the scale under
test;

Minimum Test Load Size

The size of the Minimum Test Load (MTL) is a significant consideration since the reference scale will need to be certified as
accurate at that weight value;
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3.

•

The Sector members agreed that the value of the MTL is the minimum value for the used capacity of the reference
scale and the reference scale must be certified for use to at least this value;

•

The attendees of the Sector meeting also agreed that verification of a relatively smaller MTL would be much less
difficult than when a larger MTL is necessary however, large capacity belt-conveyor scales will require large MTLs;

•

Also recognized by the attendees of the meeting was that the requirements from OIML R50 (Beltweighers) allow for
smaller MTLs as compared with those found in HB 44.
o

R50 includes one of the three parameters for the size of MTL as 2 % of the load totalized in one hour at maximum
flowrate and corresponding HB 44 requirement is 10 minutes of operation. In general, the R50 requirement
produces in a much smaller MTL;

o

The attendees of the October 29th meeting did not show full support for amending requirements in HB 44 to
change the criteria for MTL;

o

One question raised during the discussions was if it would be acceptable to draft a requirement that would limit
the capacity for any Class 0.1 belt-conveyor scale. The attendees did not believe this should be supported;

o

The attendees agreed the intent of HB 44 G-UR.4.4. and G-UR.2.3. places a general responsibility of the
owner/operator for supplying equipment (i.e., appropriate reference scale), thus the installation of large capacity
Class 0.1 belt-conveyor scale systems may be self-limiting;

Alignment of HB 44 requirements with OIML R50

The attendees also noted that OIML R50 has already included a Class 0.2 belt-conveyor scale system which is subject to a
tolerance of 0.2 % for “in service” testing and a 0.1 % tolerance for “initial verification.” Those in attendance did not have any
information about the number of these devices that are now in service or any specific test procedures used for certification of
these systems.
4.

Possible test procedures

Those present at the meeting were presented with four options for test procedures that may be used to certify reference scales
used for Class 0.1 belt-conveyor scales. They are as follows.
1) Conduct a test on the reference scale to verify accuracy and repeatability using a full compliment of certified test
weights that will be equivalent to at least the used capacity of the reference scale.
2) Perform a test on the reference scale as stated above with a lesser amount of available certified test weight and
then complete the certification to used capacity using substitution test.
3) Perform a test on the reference scale as stated above with a lesser amount of available certified test weight and
then complete the certification to used capacity using a strain-load test.
4) Perform a test on the reference scale by verifying its repeatability and accuracy at only the weight value(s)
associated with the MTL used and not verifying its accuracy at other weight values in the reference scale’s
weighing range.
•

While there was a general agreement that option number 1 above was preferable, those present at the meeting
acknowledged that this option may not always be possible. In recognition of this, one suggestion heard at the meeting
was to adopt a HB 44 requirement that would limit the capacity on Class 0.1 belt-conveyor scales. Further discussion
on limiting the capacity on Class 0.1 systems reflected a general opposition to doing so.

•

Considering these four options for test procedures, the members attending the meeting considered the possibility of
excluding some of the options that will increase the amount of uncertainty in the weighing of the MTL in order to
achieve the specified 0.035 % accuracy needed. While all attendees agreed that the material used for material tests
must be weighed using very precise methods, the Sector members did not conclude that any of these four methods
should be completely eliminated.

•

Another part of the meeting’s discussion related to the size of the capacity of a belt-conveyor scale and the increased
difficulty of conducting a test on such a system brought forward the notion that most weigh-belt systems are (in
general) of smaller capacities and may not present the level of difficulty that larger capacity belt-conveyor scale
systems do.
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Conclusions:
As mentioned previously under #2 above, the Sector members attending the October 29, 2019 meeting believe that since there
is a responsibility of the owner/operator of the belt-conveyor scale systems to provide an appropriate reference scale, the
placement of Class 0.1 systems into commercial service may be limited. The attendees of the meeting agreed that
considerations of the belt-conveyor scale’s size/capacity, the capacity, resolution, and location of a reference scale, and the
availability of certified test weights will likely play a role in any decision to install a Class 0.1 device.
Additionally, it was agreed that the location and accessibility of a reference scale for use in material tests of Class 0.1 systems
must be controlled with more stringent requirements and the requirements currently in the HB 44 BCS Systems Code were not
sufficient. While there was a general reluctance of those attending the meeting to amend the current requirements for the MTL,
the Sector members also agreed that reducing the required size of the MTL would align HB 44 requirements more closely with
OIML R50 requirements and this point deserves further debate.
The attendees of the Sector meeting agreed that the USNWG on BCS should be contacted and asked to provide their comments
on the issues discussed regarding the testing of the new Class 0.1 systems. The attendees also agreed that there should be a
continuation of Sector and/or USNWG meetings to resolve the issues outlined above. The NIST Technical Advisor agreed to
contact the entire work group via email and ask for their input and to schedule a meeting of the USNWG early in 2020 to
address the development of test procedures for Class 0.1 systems and the associated reference scales.
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